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Address Techeon Mechatronics and Wireless 
An der Hachinger Haid 8 
82008 Unterhaching

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The core competences of Techeon Mechatronics And Wireless eK are developing and manu-facturing of electronic and mechatronic subassemblies
and devices. The currently manufactured assortment of custrom made solutions ranges from Bluetooth and ZigBee applications, planetary solar
trackers, wireless data links for solar inverters, automatic door openers, precision servo controllers, light barrier sensors, electronic controlled tool
chests, up to components for nurse call systems. Under the deployment of state of the art components and technologies we convert our customer’s
conceptions into a final product. Our development and manufacturing partner are all located in the south German area. The nearness to our partners
enables us to respond in the short term, as well. Nevertheless we succeed that we can offer our products and services to costs in line with the market.
Beside the offered services Techeon is bringing its own products to the market. These are radio remote controls, radio data links and a sophisticated
digital radio video link. This video link is used for professional video applications as like television and film production and for authorities. The network-
compatible remote control system ZFF08 together with repeaters which are based on powerful ZigBee components provide ranges up to several
kilometres. Techeon offers to all products customized solutions as well. Please visit our homepage under www.techeon.de too.
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